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I was hoping that the title of this presentation would

sufficient to encourage a large attendance today. From

discussions held with TRIO colleagues over the past year, I

have been impressed by the variability of, focus in the

programs, the similarity of stated program objectives, the

differing procedures used to effectuate program goals, and

the frustration many colleagues express in attempting to

comply with'the federal regulations and requirements

governing program activities.

It seems that after 10 years of hard work, many of us

sense that our gains have not been commensurate with pur

efforts.

While all the federal regulations and requirements

. .

governing TRIO programs are admittedly relevant, those most

directly concerned with academic support programs arethe

following:

1. Development and utiliz'ation of prOcedures to

identify and select eligible students, including

a comprehensive academic needs assessment.

2. Provision of personal, career and'academic guidance
410

in those areas that affect the students' academic

performance.

3. Provision of remedial and other special services

such as special classes, tutoring and educational

and cultural activities without creating a long-

3
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2

range dependency on the project, and the ,

4.: Development and utilization of speciAl curriculum

and instructional methods which will enable

students to complete required courses in a reason-

able period of time.

These requirements are established to accomplish the fundamental

goal of the federal. regulations, and by extension, the funda-

mental goal of those responsible for program implementation.

This goal is to increase Ole retention and graduation rates

of eligible students.
2 It is therefore not surprising that

program objectives are so similarly worded.

Yet, in attempting to comply with federal regulations

and requiiements, the procedures used in various. programs to

identify, defin and select eligible students, the provision

of academic `and career guidancer remedial and other special

services, aTf? the use of special curriculum and instructional

methods, are;perhaps: a,s variously defined as is what

constitutes A comOrehens e -academic needs assessment.

While all of the aLive.categor.ies are important and deserve

further consideration;',adefinition of what constitutes a

comprehensi;i4e.,academic ii4eCds assessment is critical to

academic. support programs,.

Someivrograps assess students' needs by reviewing

h".!
past performapce..indicators such as high school grade -point

average',-'high school percentile rank, standardized test

scores, etc. In others, diagnostic and placement tests are

ti
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administered and students may or may not be required to

participate in academic support programs such as reading,

writing and mathematics laboratories, skills development

classes, test anxiety workshops, etc. Some programs think

it sufficient to request students to complete self-assessment

q estionnaires.

The variety of means used to assess student needs is

exceeded 'only by the variety of ways in which tutoring is

performed and the special curricular and instructional

methods that are utilized within various programs. Most

tutoring services appear to be little more than referral

agencies. Tutors are usually self-selected, must have a

satisfactory grade point average in the content area, and

sometimes, faculty recommendations. Once tutor and student

are together, they are usually left to their own often

inadequate resources. In some programs, the tutor may be

required toprovide interim. and /or -final progress reports

on the student. At the end of .the relationship, the student

may or may not be required to evaluate the tutor and program

in terms of satisfaction variables. Some programs attempt

to provide -some training to tutors. in.order to hopefully

improt;Iheir effectiveness; however, the elements of tutor

training. are also widely variable and evaluation of their

present efficacy has received only cursory attention.

For the most part, special curricular and instructional

methods are confined to the use of remedial texts in the

content areas, locally deAigned supplements, personalized

5



systems of instruction utilizing some form of the Keller

method, individual and small group tutorials, individual

counseling, audiovisual aids, and-etc. In addition to

providing tutorial services to help the student meet the

demands of courseWork, many.programs are also concerned to

"--\

provide services to increase the basic skills of reading,

writing and mathematics. The deve.lopment of basic skills

proficiency is usually the sine qua non of program activities

and ft is -usually thought that acquisition of sufficient

C,

skills in thpse areas will Ipso Facto enable students to

'compete successfully in the classroom.

no§t programs'coneeive of their activities as remedial

and some as developmental.. All assume that their Activities

act to decrease students' disadvantag(is in the classroom, but

it has been difficult to prove that this is so.

That there is a wide variability in the means chosen

by individual programs to implement policies and procedures

to comply with federal regulations and requirements should

come as no surprise.. However, while the 'regulations under

which we operate direct and determine the means we choose

as well as the effects we choose to measure, they are vague

in suggesting any methodology by which our goals and objectives

may be achieved.

Since thi regulations focus on access, retention and

graduation, pro. ram success has necessarily been conceived

in terms of the numbers who come in, the percentages of

those who stay in, and the number who receive the degree.

1
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Now I don't mean to stand here and disparage these megsures,

for they are certainly necessary and important. This is

especially so when we c..o.nsider that nationilly, it is esti-
,

mated'that between 69tt and 707. of all first graders who happen

to be Black or Brown will never graduate from an American

public high school
3 and that only 117: of those who do

4
matriculate to college will receive the degree. Nei6ler

do I wish to imply that there :lave r)t 'ecn some significant

successes in some academic Support programs. Those at

Southern Illinois University and Marquette are examples of

programs that have documented significant success.

Nevertheles/A, .clespite our efforts and increases

federal funding,'recent years have seen little relative

improvement in the.suCcess rates of minority students

enrolled in higher education institutions. The gap between

Whites and Blacks who havetcompleted four or more years of

college has been widening and is continuing to increase.

In 1960, it was seven pergentage points and in 1974 it

. increased to almost13 percentage points.
5 Recent public

reports, howe'ver, imply that the situation for Blacks and

other minorities is improving; however, I consider this

public optimism highly suspect. In 1947, there were only

about 3500 Blacks in the nation who had received five or

more years of college.
6 In 1974, there were 700,000 Black

college graduates. By 1977, this figure had increased to

984,000.
7

Of the 1,062,000 Blacks enrolled in post-

secondar-y institutions in 1977, 60% were enrolled in two-year

7
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colleges, vocational and technical '.chools. 01 the 40Z

enrolled in four year, post-secondary, degree gr. ntinK

institutions (424,000), half were attending one of the 107

historically Black colleges. The other '107: attended'

predominantly White institutions.
8

How can public optimism

be sustained when the ihstitutions or which wt' work can

show such a pitiful increase after over a decade of so,called

"educational opportunity?" In 1970, seven of every 100

college students were Black; in 1974 nine of every 100

were Black.
9 Figures such as these give me little cause for

optimism.

Our efforts to measure retention have slloWn that

disparate rates of attrition continue to exist among low-

income and minority students as. compared to middle and upper

income students. Data from Astin's 1975 study suggests that

Blacks in historically White colleges have attrition rates

approximately 50% higher than either Whites in predominant*

White iinsLitutions or Blacks in Black institutions.
10

For

every 10 Black males who enter college, only three are still

enrolled three years later.
11

When we measure program effectiveness in terms of

graduation rates, we find that in 1976 only three percent of

the Baccalaureate degrees awarded by predominantly White

institutions were Granted to Black stuYients.12

However, only a small percentage of those gradua

are entering,graduate and professional schools sufficiently

prepared to successfully complete degree requirements. This

8
'
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fact can be illw:trated by comparing 0 1tr percelltagr 0!

Baccalaureate degrees awarded to Black!, to the percentage

of Black:: enrolled In graduate and proIc,,:ion.11

In 1970, while minorities received 7.8' ot the R. A. dov,rce:.

awarded, only 5.4Z were enrolled in graduate and prote!;sional

schools. Thilt,represents less than'a one percent increase

over the 4.82 total minority graduate enrollment of 1960.

It is significant to note that of the 52,734 Baccalaureate'

degrees awarded to Blacks between 19.73 and 1974, over 4bZ were

conferred by 88 historically Black colleges.
13

With the

exception of the poSt World War II period, the proportion of

minorities receiving the doctorate has never exceeded '

An increased mood of conservatism, most recently

14

expressed in the national election results, the recent

'Supreme Court decision on BAKKE, the passage of proposition 13

type measures, increasing Inflation and declining resources,

has jeopardized our base of federal and public support.

Under these pressures, RIO directors are encouraged to

develop and employ 'evaluation techniques that will measure

success in terms of access, retention and graduation rates,

.all of-which are concepts requiring quantitive measurement,

and which seek to provide information for policy decisio

external to the Program.- Frustration may be a necessary,

consequence of inappropriate focus within internal program

structures.

Acre it may be useful to remind ourselves of the socie-

I
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political context from which the TRIO programl emerged and

the reason for this existence.

that hint
414;

I won't attempt to reiterate

here. Mayor Hatcher made ..ufficient reference

to It in his speech on Sunday. But it .hould he stre?;sed

that long before the 1954 BROWN deci,ion, Black leadership

recognized that'the only effective mean: available for

eradicating the all pervasive racism that oppreNed and

oppresses um, was to acquire the knowledge and skills that

reside in the halls of higher education, and that for

generations was withheld from use knowledge and 7:kills

without which survival in an increasingly ..omplex techno-

logical society will soon become imposible.

The unrest of the 60's forcvd the pass.ige of legislation

from which emerged the programs which have come to he known

as TRIO. It must be .remembered that these programs were

intended to provide a mechanism by which the historically

excluded could achieve an education through the provision of

educational opportunities. At that time the focus was en

the concept of education. But it soon became clear that

opportunity as a concept was too passive to overcome the

active resistance of institutionalized racism. By 1972, the

concept of affirmative action in employment had been applied

to institutions of higher education and soon, the concept of

student affirmative action was born -- a concept that was no

more willingly accepted by institutions of higher education

than it was willingly accepted in business and industry.

latest indication of this re:;istance to equal educational

The



opportunity I to he Ionnd In th dccI.AIon.

These isues lead us to que,t!,n hethei we houtd now

attempt to identity A new !ocus tot ou: Itort. It

iitteMPt to :dent tty 4111'h .1 new f,t, .. r our efforts, i AM

not advocating that we nhould no lonct he concerned with

increasing ACCVN, retention and Acton rat e':. or am

I suggesting that quantitative rtteaNkire (II the e!f ect nt

our efforts be abandoned; however, I am suggesting that It

is now appropriate to examine the mean.; which we .tee

attempting to n:ect our ohjectIve. 1 w 11 thit a

speci: is focus, for the .achievement int!::,1;

bjectives and external program };.11. app., ;r_

he placed or the concept : the ma,ter ... of critica: t!l!nkinv

rather than the more one a1 and -harac' ri%tic

of our efforts to date'.

What is meant when we %peak

The concept has lately received cor.;=:i -1, yet

there is little consensus among educat ac t_ meaninp,.

To some it is analogous to the concept of !olvin.; -

one becomes aware that an inconsistenc.: or prplrm exists

and defines it so that it can be solved. Chen an hypothesis

is developed and tested in terms of relevant data. if t1-!e

_hypothesis is correct: the problem is c.!ved: if not, new

hypotheses are generated and tested. To others, critical

thinking is analogous to the principles of logic -- to

teach critical thinkinF., one teaches pr:nciples o: logic And
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eholdo how thcv ntc applIc4 I n l n111,1 Am ,hc:TtItzltv,

mocin1 atudlea, math and rt..
r t I It 0 !,w a p 1 l'ilUCt t!,. !CIA I!! .k

thinkinF,, ;,roposed a lingni-itl. Jc11:1!ti,,1 wfi,r1 h r 1 r!!11,d

r It S. al think! p.: i. fhr y ,f ..t.krcmc!tt-.. an!

I e.n.cot ha-.1n,! criter ial and

p r 4 grrta .! I on.
1*,

C41 t a t 4' C.. I ,.: 1; I t' 1 r I I L

hi II I tl r : 3+; : . 4, II t t 4 ! I r !7:

I nl : I' t t 'v. 1 !I ZrtVr v

woriks

Skl!Isler, rt. a:., :or f,:r:::er :rltical

inkinv seems a::0 eo !:::ci h

implies .tandards 0: +1:dgmenf.

that

t lii i toLlow

"te.;...flin4 critical thinKlng inv0:vc7; helping students
dev,vIop tandards or criteria :or judgment and
dvvelopin their skill in emp!0v:n..4 these in assessing
the ..hlect o: ro t h I is

provi'llng an un,!ers;tan(lin:, of ha'.ie ot
:.)5C and the theory o: "i

,t our progran . ky.randed from teaching

hasic c'e1:1-; :o teachn.- cr.tical tnir.ping we can, a;

Henderson (1072 ..:ugge-;:, :.a 'ncct tthc

tead'Ilnp: prot'IeT-' 'r In: lied -; o;ective

would ,be to regalre e. i.;4 In r.':eztIve

thinking:

. . :6 ':ome from :)ewey, is

cate:ui and perst.tont o: an action,

12
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proposal,, belief, analysis, or-use of knOwledge
it the light of' t,he grounds which justify it; '.Ad its

prObAble con-sequences.' It is also to engage 1-.w
criticism interpreted as evaluation -- what isofood,
if ahy thing is good,:and.what is bad, if anything is
bad, about the action; proposal, belief,And so on,
and about the grounds which support it."-

Earlier, it

successful

as suggested that some programs have been

in improving certain skills, such as math and

.rhetoric, but not completely successful in helping student

get the degree with adequate preparation to compete success-

fully in graduate school. This might, be because mastery of

just these skills leaves students still at a disadvantage

in a wide area of subject matters (ranging from the A of

anthropology to the Z of zoology) required for the degree.

We can help students out of this bind by teaching them to

think better critically. They can then-be,expected to

receive benefits far beyond those gained by successful

completion of elementary mathematics and reading skills

courses."

When e examine the environment in which we live

in relation t the populations we serve, we can come to no

other conclusion that that our primary role must be to bring

about an increase in levels of complex cognitive functioning

in our students. To do this, we must develop instructional

materials and teaching methods to accelerate the student's

ability to use a wide variety of symbols and understand

increasingly abstract relationships. Piaget, the Swiss

developmental psychologist, has theorized that there are

four distinguishable formative stages to development; the'
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sensori-motor, the preoperational, the concrete operational

and the formal operational. Complex cognitive development

is thought to increase as the indiiiidual masters mental

operations characteristic of the stage of formal operations.

A great deal of developmental work has shown that th.e individual

achieves a biological capacity for fornial operational thought

usually between the 11th and 15th year.
19

However, recent studies have indicated that "as many

as 50% of U. S. college freshmen have not reached the stage

of formal-operations, but enter college in the concr'ete

operational stage." Individuals in this stage "can only

recognize possibilities based on his or her own experiences,"

while those at the stage of formal operations can "understand

abstractions without the necessity for experience with

"20
tangible. objects.

Since experience seems to be a necessary prerequisite

for development, Piaget's theory implies that:

. . . concrete operational students would be better
served by . . . teaching methods . . that. introduce
new concepts by providing students with opportunities
to interact with concrete materials, time'fb draw
concinsions about the possible relationshipAbetween
observable variables and a period_ for discuAing and
testing these conclusions prior to beginning consi-
deration of the theoretical concepts which provide
a rationale for those observations. "21

Since thinking occurs in what Blooth defines as the cognitilee

domain, Bloom's taxonomy on, educational objectiveswill be

a useful tool for educators who are interested iriran increase

in students' critical thinking ability.

If we fail to develop innovative programs and metho-

dologies that in'their function fulfill this requirement of

14



improving formal operational thinking processes, then we
A\4,

will continue to fail in being able'to effectively demonrtrate

that the students we Serve can compete with the advantaged'

N,

student in the broad areas requisite to obtaining a degree.

If -that happens, our programs will come under serious

attack -- and perhaps justifiably so.

It is, then, to the direct teaching of critical.

thinking that we must direct our efforts,

and develop appropriate technologies and methods, We must

We must research

become intimately conversant with learning and developmental

theory and .develop new theories as necessary, based on the

popdlations,we serve and the instruments tha't are needed to

provide, therd with the education to develop these cognitive

thought processes. We must research and develop methodologies
A

for providing 'this information at an increased rate so that

our studentS.can equal or excel students who have not had

formal training in the Kevelopment of complex cognitive

processes. We must find ()Art what works and we must publicize

and share it.

Sufficientevidence exists toil indicate that the

teaching of critical 'thinking is not outside they realm of

possibility. Arthur Whimby,'of Bowling Green State University

has had some successes that may have significant influence

on.future program methodologies,and structu'res. He has'

constructed a workbook that uses techniques such as dyadic

pairing, verbalization, sequential repetition; analysis and

synthesis to teach students specific types of,dognilive

learning' skills. The NeW.Dimensions.in,Learning Program (NDIL)

15
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at the University of Iowa is presently conduc,ting a-pilot

study and making a content analysis of it. to determine-the

quality and quantity of change that may occur in sttdents'

performance -as a result of its use. Since improved critical

thinking performance may not be immediately obs,ervable,. this

study is necessarily longitudinal.

Examples of programs focused on the teaching of

critical thinking are the ADAPT program at the. University-of

Nebraska /Lincoln; the SOAR program at Xavier University and

the DOORS program at Illinois Central. Initial earuations
*

of these programs seem promising..

It must be emphasized that it will be necessary to

-provide specific training to those teaching critical thinking.

Additionally, we must explore the fields of behavioral and

educational psychology to determine effective'methodologies,

to enhance our efforts. We must also develop quality
3

a

control mechanisms to insure that the materials and method-

ologies'we develop are placed,,in practice and their effect

-'evaluated. We must not only fill the information gap -- we

must fill the process Federal regulations reqtire us

$
to assess our students' educational needs, determine appropriate

instructional materials and methodologies to satisfy those
P

needs, and Vlen to measure the results of our'activities.

)If we emphasize the mastery of critical thinking in our

programs, materials and methods, the results of our efforts

should be apparent not only in an increased level of retention

and graduation, but also in increased completion rates in
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graduate and'prof.g*sional schools.

Ist summary,--,,we as persons concerned witi:academic

support _programs have taken on the difficult if pot impossible .

task of attempting to compensate for America's failure. -to

provide a meapingful education for many. of its youth. This

failure results from inadequate pr,imary and secondary,
,

education. It is the, product of economic deprivatio acid

often ,the 'product of physical'disabflity..-, -When we assess
w.

4

Our.gtmdnts1",:needs, we fiand'that their most pressing problem

is to develop the cognitive thinking skills_to.suc.CeSsfully
, _.

compete in, college and in elle Wider realm of our increasingly

technological society.- Increased critical thinking 'skills

mean an increased ability to'.think scientifically. -To

think a_cientifically is to approach a probl'eM with,several

solutions .anti test them until the right solution is found,

t is at this level of-formal operational thinking that we

must begin to direct our attention. If we do not develop

innOvat ive programs and methodologies that teach formal
, . . x

operational thinking processes, then our efforts will

lultimate* have made no difference in the overall structure

AmericaR society.
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